GREEK STUDIES (GREK)

**GREK*1100  Preliminary Greek I  Winter Only  (LEC: 3)  [0.50]**
This is a beginner course in Greek, providing the fundamentals of structure and idiom. (This course may not be taken by anyone who has 3U Greek).

**Department(s):** School of Languages and Literatures  
**Location(s):** Guelph

**GREK*1110  Preliminary Greek II  Fall Only  (LEC: 3)  [0.50]**
A continuation of GREK*1100.

**Prerequisite(s):** GREK*1100 or 4U Greek

**Department(s):** School of Languages and Literatures  
**Location(s):** Guelph

**GREK*2020  Greek Language and Culture  Winter Only  (LEC: 3)  [0.50]**
Consolidation of fundamental morphology and syntax acquired in GREK*1100 and GREK*1110. Intensive reading in texts that also illuminate aspects of Greek culture.

**Prerequisite(s):** GREK*1110

**Department(s):** School of Languages and Literatures  
**Location(s):** Guelph